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MONITORED FREEDOM: Swing Rhythm in the Jazz Arrangements
of Roland Dyens
By Milton Mermikides

This paper provides an analysis of jazz swing in the work
of classical guitarist and composer Roland Dyens. Drawing
on Dyens’s published and recorded arrangements of jazz
standards, I study both his notation and his performance
of swing, starting with a preliminary study of his collection
Night and Day and proceeding to a detailed analysis of
Nuages—his notated arrangement and four recorded
performances. To provide context for Dyens’s stylistic
referents, I analyze Django Reinhardt’s 1940 ensemble
performance of Nuages. Throughout the discussion, I utilize
digital audio analysis and models of microtiming to reveal
Dyens’s sophisticated understanding and execution of
varying swing values and beat durations. The paper ends with
pedagogical recommendations for classical guitarists wishing
to play Dyens’s jazz arrangements.
Roland Dyens. Rhythm. Classical guitar. Microtiming. Jazz.
Swing. Django Reinhardt

1. Roots and Wings: Dyens as Musical
Chimera
Roland Dyens (1955–2016) occupies an unusual position
among established classical guitarists.1 By eschewing set
recital programs and opening with an improvisational
prelude, he blurred composition, performance, and
improvisation, arguing that “for me, being a composer
implies being an improviser.”2 As an interpreter of the
concert repertoire, Dyens sought unique rather than
replicated performances and a more liquid interpretation
of the score “object” than typically exists in classical
guitar practice. Indeed, he railed against this split
between composition and performer interpretation in
concert practice, which he saw as diluting the tradition of
extemporization within early Classical music:
I can’t understand the divorce between composers and
interpreters. I fight against that. The divorce was more or
less declared in the middle of the 19th Century by the first
composer who wrote a cadenza. For me the date of the

crime. It was the death of improvisation in classical music.…
When I play a concerto I always improvise the cadenza. I
would like others to do the same.3

By placing improvisation at the center of his musical
activities, Dyens joins a small set of recent classical guitaristcomposer-improvisers, including Dušan Bogdanović,
Sérgio Assad, and Carlo Domeniconi. This multiplicity,
of course, is not just common among jazz guitarists; it
is expected. In his work, then, the musical score—if not
dispensed with altogether—takes on a variable function:
it might set down a polished composition or document a
fleeting improvisation. Furthermore—and related to this
improvisational practice—Dyens turned constantly to jazz,
folk, and popular styles for nourishment. His engagement
with these styles goes far beyond the occasional encore
piece such as Tango en skaï. Rather, it is embedded in the
knowledge base and referents required of improvisation,4 and
affects the form, melody, harmony, notational approaches,
and rhythmic understanding of his compositions, as well as
the repertoire from which he draws his arrangements:
My basic ideas on music have been corroborated by the way
Brazilian musicians organise their concert life; there is no
musical frontier, they all participate in all kinds of classical
or popular music…. I try to present my concerts in the same
spirit, mixing music that I like with only one guideline:
quality, not history.”5

In his earliest compositions, Dyens was already
drawing on Tunisian rhythms,6 and his mature music
encompassed jazz (gypsy jazz and “straight-ahead”) and
the popular forms of France and Latin America (above all
Brazil). These stylistic traits were adopted not as a form of
contrived fusion: “not ‘collage’ that I hate,”7 but as a level
and unprejudiced field of influence. I personally recall a
conversation with Dyens, during the interval of a “classical”
recital, about the subtleties of the “Hendrix chord”—a
conversation that was sustained so long we almost missed
the second half. In an email interview Dyens wrote that

1 A bibliography to accompany the notes to this paper can be found online at https://soundboardscholar.org, in the section “Soundboard Scholar Online.”
2 John Warren, “10 Tips on Improvisation from Andrew York, Roland Dyens and Dušan Bogdanovič,” Classical Guitar (Summer, 2016), https://classicalguitarmagazine.

com/10-tips-on-improvisation-from-andrew-york-roland-dyens-and-dusan-bogdanovic/.
3 Colin Cooper, Guitar Interviews: The Best from Classical Guitar Magazine, vol. 1 (Pacific, MO: Mel Bay, 2016), 27.
4 See Aaron Berkowitz, The Improvising Mind: Cognition and Creativity in the Musical Moment (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010).
5 Michelle Birch, “Jazz Mind and Classical Hands—Roland Dyens and his Style of Arranging and Performing” (Research Paper, Massey University, 2005), 8.
6 Birch, “Jazz Mind and Classical Hands,” 8.
7 Birch, “Jazz Mind and Classical Hands,” 7.
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contemporary music “shouldn’t be cut off from [either]
popular roots [or] tone” or “prohibited,” as these formed
“our identity, our collective memory.” And with these
collective popular roots, we can find our own individualistic
and progressive music expression—the “wings” from such
“roots.”
Valuable interviews and studies have examined
Dyens’s approach to improvisation, his use of homage, the
performer-composer paradigm, technical and interpretive
guidance, and performance/arrangement practice.8 And
yet there has been relatively little examination of his use
of rhythm, perhaps his most intriguing, eclectic, and
individualistic skill. This paper offers an initial investigation.

2. Dyens’s Rhythmic Communication
Whether as an interpreter, composer, improviser, or listener,
Dyens’s relationship with rhythm was one of ceaseless
invention. Guitarists might think first of his meticulously
notated scores, seeming to prescribe specific rhythmic
experiences, and yet a colleague likes to recount how Dyens,
coaching his own music, would delight in listening to a
passage and hearing the same rhythm in new ways, playing
with his perceptions of his own work. In other contexts,
Dyens might augment, ignore, or redirect the written
score, if it existed at all. And as we shall see later, his jazz
arrangements often adopt the convention of the jazz lead
sheet, where swing values and other aspects of general “feel”
are stylistically implied rather than notationally exact.
Such an idiosyncratic and illuminating communication
of rhythmic experience is found in pieces such as Sols
d’Lèze (from Trois Pièces polyglottes) and Hommage à Frank
Zappa.9 Both start with open time signatures (that is, no
time signature at all), a notation that usually signals an
absence of pulse, irregular attacks, soft onsets—anything to
thwart a predictive framework. And yet Hommage à Frank
Zappa presents over a hundred metronomic, uninterrupted
sixteenth notes. Perhaps, then, the open time signature
honestly reflects the intended reading: the off-beat accents,
amorphous harmonic implications, and evasive regroupings
leave a listener withholding judgement. Tellingly, a time
signature and barlines appear only when we have some
sort of consistent break in that long line of sixteenth notes,
allowing the predictive network to crystallize. What is also
illuminating is that when a similar sixteenth-note motor

rhythm returns (this time with upper harmonies), a witty
“x/16” time signature is indicated. Barlines are included
(framing the unnamed 12/16, 7/16, and 14/16 bars), but
this peculiar signature runs through them all. This may
be read as an acknowledgment that we have learned to
expect sixteenth notes but are still struggling to complete
the network. What is charming and unique about the
use of this time signature is that rather than borrowing
Zappa’s “statistically dense”10 notational approach, it tracks
the listener experience, privileging rhythmic hearing over
performer instruction.
However, at times Dyens’s detailed scoring seems to
conflict with the listener experience. Examples occur in
his idiosyncratic “fractional” time signatures, such as 2/4
+ 1/8 in Eloge de Leo Brouwer, 3/4 + 1/16 in Comme un
rond d’eau, and 3½/4 in Libra Sonatine. Non-isochronous
additive meters (meters made up of beat groups of different
duration) are well-established and globally common
metric devices. However, these usually imply a Euclidean
distribution of beat durations; the duration of the beat
groups only differ by one subdivision (such as 3 + 2, 3 +
3 + 4 etc.). In contrast, the highly asymmetric groupings
of Dyens’s fractional time signatures are unlikely to be
appreciated by an audience without privileged access to the
score, and indeed performers may well discover or construct
their own more even regrouping “solutions” in order to
execute these. It is possible that these fractional readings
reflect Dyens’s own hearing, born of an unconventional
concept; it is equally possible that they are witty puzzles for
performers or mischievous devices to stoke ambiguity in the
minds of listeners. Whatever his intentions may have been,
his varied approach to rhythmic notation complicates the
relationship between rhythmic conception, performance
instruction, recorded legacy, and listener experience. This
communication network is particularly complex in the
context of his jazz arrangements, where the conventions,
implications, and challenges of jazz rhythmic notation come
into play.
In the introduction to his book of jazz arrangements
Night and Day, Dyens writes: “Above all, I wanted to
preserve the feel, the fragrance even, of ‘monitored freedom’
inherent in jazz.” Although no mention is made of rhythm
specifically, this “feel” is unmistakable in his recordings. It
is this elusive feel that we shall now investigate. Although
we will touch on articulation, tempo, and other features,

8 See Sam Beavers, Homage in the Solo Guitar Music of Roland Dyens (PhD diss., Florida State University, 2016); Birch, “Jazz Mind and Classical Hands”; Cooper, “Roland

Dyens, 1955–2016”; Benjamin Walter Poliner Lougheed, A Performance Guide to Selected Jazz Arrangements of Roland Dyens (PhD diss., Florida State University, 2019); Marek
Pasieczny, The Duality of the Composer-Performer (PhD diss., University of Surrey, 2016); Guilherme Caldeira Loss Vincens, The Arrangements of Roland Dyens and Sérgio Assad:
Innovations in Adapting Jazz Standards and Jazz-Influenced Popular Works to the Solo Classical Guitar (PhD diss., The University of Arizona, 2009).
9 This section includes discussion of the following works and collections by Dyens: Trois Pièces polyglottes (Paris: Henry Lemoine, 2011); Hommage à Frank Zappa (Paris: Henry
Lemoine, 1993); Eloge de Leo Brouwer (Paris: Henry Lemoine, 2009); Comme un Rond d’eau (Quebec: Les Productions d’OZ, 2013); Libra Sonatine (Paris: Henry Lemoine,
1986); Night and Day (San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1992).
10 As announced by Frank Zappa in the introduction to Black Page #2 on Frank Zappa and Peter Occhiogrosso, Zappa in New York, DiscReet 2D 2290, 1978, double LP.
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our main focus will be on microtiming—defined here as
salient “deviations” (generally in the 10–100 millisecond
range) of note onsets from the common gridlines of the
notated score. Such fine distinctions require the tools
of digital audio analysis. By applying these tools to
Dyens’s recordings, we will investigate how such nuances
are captured or implied in the score and how this jazz
“fragrance” is realized by Dyens himself.

3. Sub-notational Expression
Rhythmic analysis and terminology are usually constrained
to the standard notational grids—striations of continuous
time into the “notational economies”11 of rational slices
(such as whole, half, quarter, sixteenth, triplet and
quintuplet notes, etc.). These simple and even divisions of
time are extremely useful (if not essential) for imagining,
notating, and communicating rhythm. But they come
at a cost, implying that all musical activity rests on
infinitesimally small points in time and that anything
that doesn’t conform to these abstracted points is either
tolerated or just plain wrong. Of course, this is a simplistic
convenience: real-world onsets cluster around a beat
“bin”12 rather than on some precise dot, and the attentional
windows of our predictive mechanisms rise and fall to—
rather than instantly appear at—a peak of focus.13
The question of how deviations from these reference
points are employed, perceived, tolerated, and experienced
has been studied for well over a quarter of a century.
Salient microtiming mechanisms have been evidenced
extensively both within and beyond jazz-related styles.14
Despite this extensive research and the impressive
embrace of such “off-grid” mechanisms in commercial
DAW software (such as Ableton Live and Logic Pro X),
music notation has remained largely impervious to such
considerations. The pedagogy and enculturation of such
sub-notational “time-feel” remain largely tacit and aurally
communicated—despite some notable exceptions.15 Various

microtiming inflections and mechanisms are fundamental
to a wide range of music forms, often to high degrees of
sophistication.16 Some of these forms, indeed, are relevant
to Dyens, but the focus of this paper will remain on a subset
of models most relevant to standard jazz.
The most prized component of jazz microtiming is
of course swing. Although the term “swing” is sometimes
used as a catch-all general term for desirable rhythmic
feel, we will use it in the specific sense of the asymmetry
of the binary subdivisions of a beat—in other words, the
unequal splitting of a beat into two parts. Swing in this
sense will be the focus of this paper. But first, we should
emphasize that other kinds of microtiming can be just as
important and expressive—for example, the micro-pushing
and pulling of rhythmic content against an established
timeline or ensemble. This sort of displacement, phasing,
or latency, which might even involve the superimposition
or conceptual split of multiple timeframes,17 also has huge
expressive value and certainly warrants future analysis. It
should be further acknowledged that swing and latency
are themselves not the only components of rhythmic
feel, and even the term “microtiming” itself generally
limits investigation to the duration between “onsets” of
rhythmic events (called interonset intervals or ioi) rather
than micro-rhythmic investigations where note length,
timbre, spatialization, and other factors are included in
the rhythmic experience.18 All the same, microtiming has
provided valuable insights into rhythmic understanding
and is a natural (if not necessary) first step towards
understanding Dyens’s performances.

4. Degrees of Swing
4.1. Calculating Swing
Jazz practitioners and educators have long upheld rhythmic
feel (whether articulated as “swing,” “feel,” or “time,” etc.)
as a central component—if not the central component—of

11 See Trevor Wishart and Simon Emmerson, On Sonic Art, rev. ed., vol. 12 of Contemporary Music Studies (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1996), 29.
12 Anne Danielsen, ed., Musical Rhythm in the Age of Digital Reproduction, Ashgate Popular and Folk Music Series (Farnham, UK; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010).
13 See Justin London, Hearing in Time: Psychological Aspects of Musical Meter, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012); and David Huron, Sweet Anticipation: Music

and the Psychology of Expectation (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007), 1.

14 For just a handful of representative examples, see: Richard Ashley, “Do[n’t] Change a Hair for Me: The Art of Jazz Rubato,” Music Perception 19, no. 3 (2002): 311–32;

Fernando Benadon, “Slicing the Beat: Jazz Eighth-Notes as Expressive Microrhythm,” Ethnomusicology 50, no. 1 (2006): 73–98; Fernando Benadon, “A Circular Plot for
Rhythm Visualization and Analysis,” Music Theory Online 13, no. 3 (2007), https://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.07.13.3/mto.07.13.3.benadon.html; Fernando Benadon,
“Gridless Beats,” Perspectives of New Music 47, no. 1 (2009): 135–64; Christian Dittmar et al., “A Swingogram Representation for Tracking Micro-Rhythmic Variation in Jazz
Performances,” Journal of New Music Research 47, no. 2 (2017): 97–11; Mark C. Ellis, “An Analysis of ‘Swing’ Subdivision and Asynchronization in Three Jazz Saxophonists,”
Perceptual and Motor Skills 73, no. 3 (1991): 707–13, https://doi.org/10.2466/pms.1991.73.3.707; Anders Friberg and Andreas Sundström, “Swing Ratios and Ensemble
Timing in Jazz Performance: Evidence for a Common Rhythmic Pattern,” Music Perception 19, no. 3 (2002): 333–49, https://doi.org/10.1525/mp.2002.19.3.333; Milton
Mermikides, “‘Straight and Late’: Analytical Perspectives on Coltrane’s Time-Feel,” Jazz Perspectives 12, no. 1 (January 2, 2020): 147–66. https://doi.org/10.1080/1749
4060.2020.1734051; J.A. Prögler, “Searching for Swing: Participatory Discrepancies in the Jazz Rhythm Section,” Ethnomusicology 39, no. 1 (1995): 21–54, https://doi.
org/10.2307/852199.
15 See for example Paul Berliner, Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation, Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994);
Hal Crook, How to Improvise: An Approach to Practicing Improvisation (Rottenburg, Tübingen: Advance Music, 1991); Charles Mingus, Beneath the Underdog (Edinburgh:
Canongate, 2010).
16 Danielsen, Musical Rhythm in the Age of Digital Reproduction.
17 Benadon, “Gridless Beats.”
18 Danielsen, Musical Rhythm in the Age of Digital Reproduction.
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jazz skill.19 And yet it is rarely articulated with anything
like the clarity or depth given to chords, scales, and other
notation-friendly musical constituents. All the same, a
terminology of swing is developing, thanks to two interests,
one academic, the other commercial. First, scholars
have become excited about analyzing rhythmic feel in
an objective way. Over the past three decades, they have
used the power of digital audio analyses to amass data sets
of considerable scope and power, and they have had to
develop a language to articulate their findings. Second,
music producers and computer musicians working on
modern digital audio workstations (DAWs) demand fine
sub-notational control over rhythm. Software developers
have had to meet this demand, so if we want a language to
talk about microtiming, we could do worse than examine
the interfaces of commercial DAWs. Some of these are
mentioned below.
From Ellis’s 1991 study of three jazz saxophonists20
to the 2017 large-scale computer-assisted analyses of
Dittmar et al.,21 swing has been defined quite simply and
consistently: where a beat (pulse or tactus) is divided into
two parts, a swung rhythm is an uneven (almost always
long-short) distribution of the two parts. For jazz, this
asymmetry appears most readily between the nominal
eighth notes in a quarter-note pulse, but it may also appear
between sixteenth notes, as it does in funk and in passages
of “double-time swing.”
For simplicity and consistency, let us assume two eighth
notes within a quarter-note pulse: this eighth-note pair
(Enp) consists of an “onbeat” followed by an “offbeat.” The
amount of swing (the degree of asymmetry of onbeat and
offbeat) can be measured and expressed in a number of
ways:
1. Harmonic Ratios. Swing values can be expressed
as a ratio of onbeat duration to offbeat duration.
One can think of this as slicing a beat into equal
divisions and then sharing them in some way
between onbeat and offbeat. Slicing into two
portions only allows one distribution (1:1)—even
eighth notes. Slicing into three divisions allows
1:2 (“scotch snap”) and the classic triplet swing
representation 2:1 (triplet quarter note—eighthnote triplet). If we were to slice into four divisions
then this now adds two additional sixteenth note
divisions (1:3 and 3:1). As we slice the beat more
finely, so we can reach more nuanced swing values
such as (3:2, 4:3, 5:4 and so on), and so our
catalogue of swing values grows. Ratios that use
integers (rather than for example 1.67:1), we will
19
20
21
22

refer to here as harmonic ratios for their parallels
in just-intonation terminology. These, by nature
of their reliance on equal divisions of a beat, are
amenable to standard notation and to rhythmic
training. Although we could theoretically cut the
beat into ever finer slices, in this paper we will stop
at nine divisions for practical purposes (a 9-limit
system, to borrow again from the terminology of
just intonation).
2. BUR (Beat-upbeat ratio). Any harmonic ratio
can be expressed as a single number simply by
dividing the first integer by the second (2:1 =
2/1 = 2.0, 3:2 = 3/2 = 1.5, 4:3 ≈ 1.33 etc). This
beat-upbeat ratio can be directly calculated
by—in our terminology—dividing the duration
of the onbeat by the duration of the offbeat.22 In
even eighth notes, then, the onbeat and offbeat
durations are identical, and so the BUR would be
1; in triplet swing (where the onbeat is twice as
long as the offbeat), BUR = 2; a dotted eighth–
sixteenth pattern yields a BUR of 3. Since this can
be expressed as a floating-point number (which can
include any number of decimal points), one can
use a BUR to express any conceivable swing value,
whether a simple harmonic ratio or otherwise.
3. Nudge. Swing may also be calculated as a nudge
of the offbeat from its “straight” centerpoint.
This can be an absolute time value, e.g., +30
milliseconds (ms), or some relative calculation
of the remaining beat such as 1/96 beat “ticks.”
This approach is used by various types of music
technology (hardware and software) that might
include a swing dial (e.g., Ableton Live’s Push) or
on/off “shuffle” or “bounce” buttons (e.g., Roland
TR-909) with bespoke (and often opaque) levels of
swing from straight to some defined extreme limit.
This “full” swing again varies between platforms;
some have triplet swing (i.e., Ratio of 2:1 or BUR =
1.5), others the dotted eighth (3:1, BUR = 3.0) as
the maximum. Negative values (where the upbeat
is longer than the onbeat) are rare to see in such
formats.
4. Percentage. Software such as Logic Pro identifies
swing values as a percentage. This percentage
value describes the placement of the offbeat as
a relative duration along the beat. Even eighth
notes are 50%, a triplet swing is about 67%, a
dotted eighth-sixteenth note pattern is 75%,
and so on. In Logic these are (understandably)

Crook, How to Improvise, 10.
Ellis, “An Analysis of ‘Swing.’”
Dittmar et al., “A Swingogram Representation.”
Benadon, “Slicing the Beat.”
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restricted to integers, which provides sufficient
resolution for most conceivable purposes. These
percentage values could of course be represented
as a 100-limit system harmonic ratio or as a
BUR (e.g., 71% = 71:29, BUR ≈ 2.5), but remain
both practical and intuitive. This rounding to
integers might fail to capture some harmonic
ratios precisely (such as 2:1 ≈ 66.667% and 4:3
≈ 57.14%), and the accuracy would depend on
tempo, but a hundred slices of a beat is generally
useful and in most cases at or below the perceptual
limit.
5. Rhythmic Cents. Although the swing percentage
is practical and commonly used in DAWs, an
occasional but awkward issue emerges with it
and any ratio-based system when it comes to
microtiming research: when comparing swing
values, it is ambiguous to say, for example, “there
is 2% more swing from 53% to 55%,” as we are
comparing relative portions of a beat, not absolute
values. To complicate matters, some software and
hardware systems frame swing as “starting” at even
subdivisions, with “no swing” or “0% swing” as
straight, and 100% swing as a predefined extreme
limit (usually triplet or dotted-eighth swing). To
sidestep this and similar issues, I have proposed
the simple concept of a “rhythmic cent,”23 which is
in fact an absolute (rather than relative) measure.
Defined as 1/100th of the beat duration, one can
easily measure swing in terms of linear distance. At
120 bpm, for example, the beat duration (BD) is
500ms, the rhythmic cent is 5ms. In this system,
swing calculations can be made simply, and the
unit is safe from such distracting complications.
We can then unproblematically talk of increasing
swing by 3c (=15ms) and even combine swing
values with other rhythmic devices (such as
latency—the guitarist may be playing 13c [65ms]
behind the drums, for example). The rhythmic
cent and harmonic ratio also hold a satisfyingly
familiar (if not directly analogous) relationship to
the just intonation/even-tempered tuning systems,
even inviting notions of rhythmic temperaments,
rhythmic octaves, rhythmic chords, stretched rhythms,
and other concepts borrowed from the pitch
domain.
For reference, figure 1 presents a selection of Enps
expressed in standard notation, harmonic ratios, BUR
and rhythmic cents (equivalent to the values for swing
percentage here). An offbeat nudge is also included to the
23 Mermikides, “‘Straight and Late.’”
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nearest 1/96 beat (or “tick,” as employed under the hood
by the Roland TR-909) and also in milliseconds (to the
nearest 1 decimal place) at an example tempo of 120 bpm.
We can employ any of these measurements, and they are
readily interchangeable, but for the purposes of this study
we will mostly employ the rhythmic cent and the (9-limit)
harmonic ratio. The rhythmic cent is terminologically
robust and simple in the comparison of values, while the
harmonic ratio provides amenability to standard notation
and practical training. For example, 57.1c is useful
mathematically, and one can learn to associate it with a
light-medium swing feel; but it might often be simpler to
divide the beat into seven and count the divisions: “1-2-3-4
1-2-3.” In this way, one can execute and embody the feel
precisely, at least at modest tempos.

Figure 1. A range of swing values expressed as harmonic
ratios, beat-upbeat ratios (BUR), rhythmic cents (or “swing percentages”), and “nudges” from the even division in 1/96 “ticks”
and milliseconds, given an example tempo of 120 bpm.

Amid all this talk of abstracted temporal proportions,
let us not forget that it is real human beings who must
perform these rhythms. Performers feel and convey these
nuances over tiny durations of time, with all the virtuosity
of technique and perception that this implies. Therefore, we
will occasionally refer to “absolute time” in milliseconds.

4.2. Swing Notation vs. the Swing Continuum
Any score instruction for jazz swing usually involves at least
one of the following three approaches:
1. Descriptive. The eighth notes are written equally
but modified by a descriptive indication such as
“swing,” “bebop,” “swinging,” “fast swing,” “light
swing,” and so on. On lead sheets this indication
might only be implied by context: the title of the
music, the name of the publisher, or simply the
“look” of the music (as in a 32-bar form, a singleline melody with implausibly simply rhythms, the
presence of chord symbols, and similar features).

Figure 2. Figures 2a and 2b show common notational representations for jazz swing, either as a global header or in the
notated content. The “swing triplet” in figure 2a is far more
common than the “dotted-eighth swing” of figure 2b. Figure 2c
denotes “straight eighths,” usually to cancel a prevailing swing.

subgenres but also between players, one player through their
career, and even as a dynamic expressive mechanism within
one piece, solo, or phrase structure. Indeed, it may not even
be the same within the ensemble: at the same moment,
different players may be playing with different values of
swing.26
An illustration of various swing values (represented
in rhythmic cents, harmonic ratios, and conventional
descriptive terms) is shown in figure 3. Note that light and
medium here happen to correlate quite well with Benadon’s
low and high fields. The notationally common “triplet swing”
in this and Benadon’s model (as well as music technology
interfaces) in fact represents a very “high” (if not extreme)
value at least in terms of nominal categories. Although
specific points of the continuum are shown here, it might
be clear that swing need not occur at discrete points but
occupies a continuum of values.

2. Global header. An indication in standard rhythmic
notation at the start of the piece (or section),
specifying how to interpret eighth notes (as in
figure 2a or 2b)
3. Local. Swing rhythms are indicated locally in the
staff itself (usually using similar notation as in
figure 2a or 2b).
In the case of approaches 1 and 2, swing rhythms may
be canceled by custom articulations, text indications such
as “straight” or “even 8ths,” or (as Dyens does) a canceling
“straight-feel” global header (figure 2c).
Although the notational approaches to swing in figure 2
are common, microtiming research has revealed them to be
very loose approximations for jazz rhythm—exaggerations,
more often than not. Rather than strict rhythmic
prescriptions, these headers act in practice as “stylistic
markers,” telling the performer to alter not just the rhythm
but also the articulation, and giving them a range. Such
alterations might include accenting (rather than delaying)
the upbeat, slurring from upbeat to onbeat, playing behind
the beat,24 and yes, a wide range of swing values from close
to straight eighth notes up to and beyond the dotted eighth
(50 to 75+ c).
In fact, Benadon’s analysis of classic jazz performers
describes a more organized pattern of values across this
range, suggesting three loose “fields”: even (very close to
50c), low swing (around 52–57c), and high swing (58c+).25
Note that most of this activity is well below the common
notational markers for swing. Furthermore, swing rarely
turns out to be fixed: it varies not just between jazz

Figure 3. The “swing continuum” expressed in harmonic ratios,
subjective descriptions, and rhythmic cents.

Some illustrative terms for swing values are presented
in figure 3. These terms are useful if not taken too
literally—they are not generally standardized or objectively
defined (other than as presets within sequencing software,
reminiscent of the tempo markings on mechanical
metronomes). Nonetheless, the full spectrum is evident in
the corpus (see e.g., Dittmar et al.) and as will be shown, in
the work of Dyens himself.
Figure 3 presents time as running from left to right—
surely a comfortable representation for readers used to
Western notation. However, figure 4 presents similar
information not in the familiar linear but in circular
time. This might offer some advantages. Recall that we
are here focusing on the placement of the upbeat within

24 Crook, How to Improvise.
25 Benadon, “Slicing the Beat.”
26 See for example: Ellis, “An Analysis of ‘Swing’”; Benadon, “Slicing the Beat”; Mermikides, “‘Straight and Late.’”
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West African timelines,28 the
fifteenth-century composer
Cordier’s “circular canon,”29 and
representations of Euclidean
rhythms.30 As for technology,
circles are now familiar icons
for the representation of loop
position in Ableton Live,
Logic Pro 10.5, and Boss
looping pedals. However, the
representation of just one beat
in a circle—formalized tightly
by Benadon31—might be traced
to Charles Mingus’s concept of
“rotary perception,” where one
can “imagine a circle surrounding
each beat” and ensemble
members “can play anywhere in
that circle” giving “a feeling of
space.” Again, we must remind
ourselves that these subdivision
variations rely on a relatively
stable beat. As Mingus states:
“The notes fall anywhere inside
the circle but the original feeling
for the beat doesn’t change.”32
One can see from figure 4
that the triplet eighth note (2:1
or ≈67c) is a useful point of
Figure 4. The “beat circle.” A typical range of swing values is marked up with rhythmic cents
reference: it marks the midpoint
(in 5-cent intervals) alongside notated landmarks with “harmonic ratio” labels. Subjective
descriptive terms are also included.
in the continuum of swing
values, and it is the easiest to
write down, which might explain
a repeating beat duration: by wrapping every beat around
its common use as a swing placeholder. But let us emphasize
the periodic flow of time, we see that onsets a fraction
once again what Benadon found to be the practice of
beyond a downbeat lie close to rather than far from their
classical jazz practitioners: even if a wide range of swing
early counterparts. And in terms of experience, a circle does
values are represented, the majority of activity takes place
better than a grid in portraying what groove-based music
below this triplet marker. In other words, triplet swing
making is like: smooth continuity instead of divisibility,
might better represent a median (a midway point between
waves of rhythmic anticipation instead of dots.
extreme values) rather than mean (average) swing value at
Circular representations are familiar in the realm of
least in the analytical corpus.
pitch, as in the cycle of fifths and the chromatic “Bach
circle.” But circular visualizations of rhythm arise in
4.3. Dyens and the Swing Circle
several music cultures and analytical perspectives. These
And so to Dyens’s use of swing. Does the simple triplet
include Becker’s representation of Javanese gamelan
swing notation adequately describe his performances? If
structure, the “flamenco clock” of twelve-beat compás,27
not, what zones of the swing continuum better describe
27 Jeff Todd Titon, ed., Worlds of Music: An Introduction to the Music of the World’s Peoples, 5th ed. (Belmont, CA: Schirmer Cengage Learning, 2009).
28 Willie Anku, “Circles and Time: A Theory of Structural Organization of Rhythm in African Music,” Music Theory Online 6 (2000), https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.00.6.1/

mto.00.6.1.anku_frames.html.
29 John Bergsagel, “Cordier’s Circular Canon,” Musical Times 113, no. 1558 (December 1972): 1175, https://doi.org/10.2307/956587.
30 Brad Osborn, “Kid Algebra: Radiohead’s Euclidean and Maximally Even Rhythms,” Perspectives of New Music 52 , no. 1 (2014): 81, https://doi.org/10.7757/
persnewmusi.52.1.0081.
31 Benadon, “A Circular Plot.”
32 Mingus, Beneath the Underdog, 124–25.
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such as pieces in an exclusively
Latin straight-feel or a looser
“rhapsodic” style. The scope
of the project prevented an
analysis of every note pair, but
representative extracts were chosen
with a consistent tempo and an
established series of “clean” eighth
notes. The resulting data set
includes time codes, for listening
as well as further analysis and
verification.
In this collection, Dyens
indicates sections with swing
Figure 5. Swing analysis in Izotope RX4’s spectrograph view, using the calculation
values almost exclusively with the
method from figure 1.
triplet eighth-note global header
we saw in figure 2a, occasionally
his feel, and how (if at all) do these relate to his notational
accompanied by some descriptive modifying terms (e.g.,
instructions?
“Swinging”). Sections with swing feel are neutralized by
To answer these questions, Dyens’s collection of jazz
the “straight-feel” header (figure 2c). However, even in the
arrangements and accompanying recordings Night and Day
absence of these headers, Dyens uses a degree of lower-level
provide a useful starting point. In the preface Dyens claims
swing.
that these ten arrangements of jazz standards were honed
The extracts from his performances of these
by the “invaluable double patina of time and audiences.”
arrangements were analyzed using Izotope RX 4’s
And yet the attempt to capture the subtle detail of his
spectrographic displays, which provide accurate visual
performances within the economies of standard notation
indications of note onsets. Figure 5 presents an annotated
was “like trying to capture a beautiful, wild bird.” In so
screenshot of the analytical method and figure 6 the
doing, Dyens “had to take the odd detour in order to
rhythmic cent calculation with similar variables. The
get closer to the music that cannot be written down.” In
transients of single notes and “tight” chords of the solo
this case, it seems, Dyens identifies his performances and
guitar generally provide sharply defined onsets; however,
recordings as representations of his musical intent, which
“rolls” across multiple strings—even in selected examples—
the score can only approximate. If we wish to analyze
introduce some ambiguity. Figure 5 presents a real-world
Dyens’s sense of microtiming, then, we do well to focus on
case. At t0, the high note (rather than bass note) was chosen
the recordings and not the score.
as the intended onbeat. In this case the ambiguity (marked
In order to analyze the use of swing in this collection,
with “a”) is about 12ms, where the resulting difference is
it is necessary to have a set of unambiguous examples of
only a cent, so this and similar cases were tolerated. More
clearly articulated, swung note pairs. I selected ten short
ambiguous cases were omitted from analyses (as were
excerpts on the basis of Dyens’s own indication of jazz
“missing” downbeats), and so the figures shown are generally
swing or the contextual implication of swing (such as the
accurate to a cent or so in either direction—certainly
“head” of a tune), discarding other genres of arrangement,
accurate enough to reveal a range of swing values with
confidence. Codes are given for each extract for ease of
reference.
Figure 7 presents the analyses of each sample with the
mean beat duration (BD) in ms, bpm, swing value in cents,
and displacement from center (nudge) in milliseconds (all
rounded to one unit), alongside any swing indications in
the score. The nearest simple harmonic ratio (NSHR) is also
shown, which is limited to nine divisions of the beat.

4.4. Discussion
Figure 6. Swing calculation expressed in rhythmic cents.

It can be seen that Dyens’s generically notated triplets hardly
do justice to his playing: that triplet global header represents
anything from 57c to 74c. The highest and lowest of these
guitarfoundation.org Soundboard Scholar No. 6
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through context (ATT1,
ANI1). This latter unspecified
category reveals a light swing
All of Me
0:21–0:24
Tempo moderato
443
135
+80
68
feel.
(AOM)
q=63
In such analyses of swing,
2:1
one must be aware that swing
might be inversely correlated
Bluesette (B1)
0:13–0:15
Walzing
321
187
0
50
with (or at least limited by)
h.=54
tempo: increasing the tempo
1:1
shrinks the available room
for the shorter subdivision.
Bluesette (B2)
1:13–1:14
Walzing
426
141
+66
65
The faster you play, in
h.=54
other words, the harder it
2:1
is to keep the swing. This is
presumably inevitable at some
All the Things
0:32–0:38
Rigoroso
384
157
+11
53
point; however, there is no
You Are
sign of it in Dyens’s album.
h =73
(ATT1)
5:4
The fastest tempo is indeed
straight (B1), but ANI3 has
All the Things
1:24–1:25
Gently swinging
539
111
+37
57
a short subdivision around
You Are
h =67
(ATT2)
105ms, which is sufficiently
4:3
short to have pushed B1
to a triplet eighth note if
Take the A
0:50–0:51
339
177
+55
66
q=60
required. The technical
Train
challenges of the two extracts
(TTA)
2:1
may differ, but the pattern
I Love Paris
1:52–1:54
Tranquillo, con
533
116
+74
64
of swing and tempo values
(ILP)
“groove”
in figure 7 reveals no clear
5:3
relationship between the
swing and tempo, inverse or
A Night in
0:41–0:43
Tempo Moderato
412
146
+6
51
otherwise. In other words, the
Tunisia (ANI1)
h =69
straighter swing values appear
1:1
as musical choices rather
387
155
+77
70
A Night in
1:01–1:03
than technical solutions.
Tunisia (ANI2)
5:2
Figure 8 presents the data
A Night in
1:22–1:28
Swinging
405
149
+97
74
in the relevant southwesterly
Tunisia (ANI3)
(triplet swing header
3:1
“swing quadrant” of the
assumed in effect)
beat cycle. The broad range
of swing values used (when
Figure 7. Analyses of extracts of Dyens’s performances from his collection Night and Day.
swing is indicated) is clearly
Style indications, beat duration, bpm, millisecond nudge from the midway point of the beat, and
the swing value in rhythmic cents are shown, next to the nearest simple harmonic ratio (NSHR).
evident, as are the modifying
A range of swing values are demonstrated (50–74); those with triplet swing global headers range
instructions (“Swinging” and
from 57–74c. Levels of swing in the second-to-last column are also indicated by shading.
“Gently swinging”) at its
extremes.
The analyses so far
(over 7c either side of the notated triplet) are accompanied
exemplify
Dyens’s
engagement
with
swing but are
by “swinging” and “gently swinging” modifiers respectively,
somewhat
limited.
For
one
thing,
our
set of extracts is
suggesting that Dyens is aware of this swing continuum to
small and selective, and each piece is represented by one
some extent. Perhaps the only other feel-related indication
recording. What if Dyens played quite differently in another
(con “groove”) sits 2–3c below the triplet. This wide
performance? For another, we have no clear reference point
tolerance of notated swing in the extracts stands in contrast
to contextualize the swing values. These are, after all, pieces
with a very narrow range (50–53c) of straight-feel, whether
performed in all kinds of ways—by countless artists, on
specified explicitly by a “straight-feel” header or implicitly
various instruments, and in a range of subgenres.
Piece
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Nudge
(ms)

Swing
(rc)

NSHR

Figure 8. Swing values of extracts (labeled with relevant
swing headers and score instructions) of Dyens’s performances
from his collection of arrangements Night and Day. These are
presented on the “swing quadrant” of the beat circle, with score
indications and headers labeled.

As it happens, Dyens provides some context in
the preface to the collection, where he describes the
arrangements as his “vision of ten standards that represent
the History of Jazz.” And in the score he provides pointed
instructions to play alternately in the style of Count Basie,
Django Reinhardt, and Freddie Green. This suggests a rich
vein for further study: what is Dyens’s notion of the style
of, say, Django Reinhardt? To answer this question—and to
remedy issues of stylistic reference and sample size—let us
now analyze one of Dyens’s most popular performances and
arrangements: Django Reinhardt’s Nuages.33

5. Microtiming in Nuages
Although covered by many other artists (primarily
guitarists), Nuages remains strongly linked with its
composer and original performer, Django Reinhardt
(1910–1953), as well as being a staple of his genre of gypsy
jazz. This is scarcely lost on Dyens, who dedicates his
arrangement “à Jean Baptiste Reinhardt” (Reinhardt’s birth
name) and chose Nuages as the title of the album on which
he recorded it. He also discussed Reinhardt’s family in his
introduction to the piece at his GSI performance and gave
a televised performance of his arrangement in the Théâtre

du Châtelet in Paris in 2010, the hundredth anniversary of
Reinhardt’s birth. Dyens’s performances of Nuages routinely
start with Django-inspired improvisation and techniques.
Such techniques—including dedillo tremolo-strums— are
adopted in his arrangement of Take the A Train, complete
with such indications as “Alla Reinhardt” and “Alla Django.”
In short, there is little doubt that this arrangement is the
fruit of a deep admiration and knowledge of Reinhardt’s
style and recordings. Nuages is both nominally and musically
a dedication.
There is much to discuss in this celebrated arrangement,
but of course we are concerned here with swing values. To
analyze Dyens’s use of swing, I have selected seven sections
from the first two pages of the arrangement (where swung
eighths and the reference to the original jazz standard are
most prominent). Each of these sections are analyzed in four
different performances (labeled N1–4 and detailed in section
5.2).
Before examining Dyens’s performances, however, let us
examine the swing value mechanisms in Reinhardt’s seminal
Quintette du Hot Club de France recording of December 13,
1940 (N0). This will provide us with useful reference points
and allow us to consider how closely such microtiming
expression is adopted by Dyens himself and how he seeks to
capture it in notation.

5.1. Django’s Nuages
There can be few guitarists as venerated as Django
Reinhardt. His playing style and gypsy jazz style more
generally have received extensive pedagogical attention
(see for example the hours of tutorial material available
on DC Music School), with transcriptions and technical
breakdowns of every aspect of his soloing and rhythm
style. It is therefore surprising that, aside from some short
contextual analyses,34 no in-depth microtiming study of his
playing seems to have been made. So, a study is offered here
of his 1940 Quintette du Hot Club de France recording, using
a similar analytical method to that shown in figure 6. Given
Reinhardt’s rhythmic virtuosity, his rich legacy of recordings,
and the fascination of his stylistic evolution, let us hope
that this is just the first of many such investigations, to the
enrichment of both contemporary analytical approaches and
pedagogical instruction.
Nuages (N0) is a mono ensemble recording on period
recording equipment, so there are limitations of accuracy.
Nonetheless, Reinhardt’s remarkable projection and clarity
and the slow tempo of the piece reveal very usable data.
From this analysis, I have categorized four illustrative
“time-feel modes.” These are selected not to reduce the

33 Django Reinhardt, “Nuages,” in Roland Dyens, Mes Arrangements a l’amiable (Paris: Henri Lemoine, 2001), 33–37.
34 See Mermikides, Changes Over Time: Theory & Practice (PhD diss., University of Surrey, 2010); and Simon Moulieras and François Pachet, “Maximum Entropy Models for

Generation of Expressive Music,” ArXiv:1610.03606 [CS] (12 October 12, 2016), http://arxiv.org/abs/1610.03606.
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extraordinary rhythmic expression on display but rather to
provide indicative markers and draw the reader’s attention
to the wide range of microtiming virtuosity in evidence.
These four modes are listed below with representative timecoded extracts.

Figure 9. An annotated transcription of Reinhardt’s solo (N0
2:09–11). A characteristic “sweet” swing averaging close to 60c
is heard, which can be emulated with a 3:2 harmonic ratio.

5.1.1. “Sweet” 3:2 Swing

Reinhardt’s solos are richly complex, featuring doubletime feel and tempo modulations; in some passages,
however, he does maintain a consistent eighth-note swing
value. N0 2:09–2:11 is representative (see figure 9). The
simple three-note descending figure, with its polymetric
implication, describes an elegant swing of around 60c (with
a standard deviation of 3c). There is a sense of time-feel
consonance that is felt by this listener—if one is eager for
a harmonic ratio, the 3:2 pentuplet swing should satisfy.
This “Goldilocks zone”—midway between the straight and
triplet feel—has been noted in an analysis of Reinhardt
playing at a far higher tempo.35 It seems this swing feel
might remain consistent across a range of tempos.

“around 70%” of the beat—even holding out his hands
and demonstrating the upbeat position as in figure 3.37 If
this upstroke is played closer to the center (i.e., straighter),
he claims the rhythm will sound “plodding”; the closer it
is played to the next downbeat, the “lighter” it will become
(a reversal of the descriptive terms used in parts of the
discussion above).
This fundamental inflection—as far as this research is
able to uncover—is only given the general term “upstroke”:
throughout the remainder of this discussion I shall refer to
it as the pompette (the diminutive form recognizes that it
is a small component of the rhythm guitar feel la pompe,
and its French translation of “tipsy” is too satisfying to
resist). Individual players’ use of pompette may vary in
different situations, but in this performance, the rhythm
guitar suggests Dunn’s estimate of 70% is cautious. The
lowest ones found in this recording were at the 68c mark,
and some were cranked as high as 80c (what might be
called “hyperswing”—if indeed we still consider these to
be eighth notes). Incidentally, these high swing values are
echoed in studies of jazz drummers’ ride-cymbal patterns,38
strengthening the argument of the gypsy jazz rhythm guitar
surrogate role as drummer. However, Dunn’s suggestion
of 70c tallies well with Reinhardt’s melodic phrase (N0
0:21–23), which to me is clearly in the same time-feel
mode as the rhythm guitar. This seems to reside in a zone
between the triplet eighth note and the dotted eighth note
(just as the “sweet” swing sits between a straight and triplet
swung marker). Figure 10a annotates this melodic pompette
from N0 (0:22–24), alongside an annotated spectrograph
(figure 10b) of a 76c rhythm guitar pompe pattern from
the same recording (straight and triplet swing markers are
added for reference). Note that the swing value of the first

5.1.2. The Pompette

Central to gypsy jazz guitar—and a rite of passage for the
aspiring soloist—is the function of the rhythm guitarist.
Far from an “easy” role, this remarkable discipline requires
a deep understanding of fretboard harmony, subtle voicing,
chord duration, timbre, time-feel, relative volume, and
inflection to create the quintessential accompaniment—la
pompe.36 One such inflection is an occasional upstroke
ahead of beats 1 and/or 3. These short cadential figures tend
to occur significantly later than the medium swing “sweet
spot”—often beyond the triplet. Gypsy jazz performer and
educator Michael Dunn suggests that it should occur at

Figure 10. An annotated transcription of Reinhardt’s “melodic
pompette” from his 1940 recording (A), alongside an annotated
spectrograph of a rhythm guitar pompette from the same recording (B). All swing values here are above the triplet swing level.

35 Mermikides, Changes Over Time.
36 See Denis Chang, “The Secrets of Authentic Gypsy Jazz Rhythm,” posted August 11, 2015, https://denischang.com/index.php/2015/08/11/the-secrets-of-authentic-gypsy-

jazz-rhythm/.
37 Michael Dunn, Django’s Rhythm, solos performed by Don Ogilvie (Missouri: Mel Bay, 2000), DVD.
38 See G.L. Collier and J.L. Collier, “The Swing Rhythm in Jazz,” in Proceedings of the International Conference on Music Perception and Cognition, Montreal, ed. B. Pennycook
and E. Costa-Giomi (Montreal: McGill University) 477–80; also Friberg and Sundström, “Swing Ratios.”
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pompette in figure 10a must be estimated by
context (in the absence of a “local” onbeat);
the second, however, is clear and beautifully
in the zone.
5.1.3. Dissonant Straight-Feel

If the 60c (or 3:2) swing provides a sense of
maintained swing consonance, then other
passages carry a marked dissonance through
the use of a straighter feel. This is realized in
Reinhardt’s somewhat bluesy phrase (2:54–
2:57, figure 11a). The phrase includes some
very straight Enps and reaches as high as
around 59c, but its average of 54c has a
somewhat defiant swagger in contrast to
the “sweet” feel. A harmonic ratio of 5:4
captures the average swing value of these
quite successfully. The final, heavily swung
eighth-note pair (its final onbeat construed
by ensemble context) is included here, in
reference to a striking concept in Benadon’s
2006 study39—a possible phrase-structure
mechanism in jazz soloing where a low
swing phrase returns to the higher swing
value of the ensemble to make a kind of
time-feel “resolution.”
Straight eighths are also a feature
of double-time passages: that is to say,
eighth-note swing tends to disappear
in the presence of continuous sixteenth
notes. Figure 11b illustrates one such
example. The eighth notes here are very
straight (averaging at 50.4c). Interestingly,
some light swing feel is evident at the
Figure 11. Illustrative examples of Reinhardt’s straighter/light-swing.
sixteenth-note level. The double-time,
Figure 11a demonstrates this light swing at the eighth-note level, while
it seems, telescopes eighth-note swing to
figures 11b–d demonstrate “double-time swing”—a straighter and tighter
the sixteenth-note level, and the eighth
eighth-note feel supporting a light swing at the sixteenth-note level.
note is left straighter and less varied. This
pattern of tighter and straighter eighths
ensemble recording). Rostaing also adopts a highly flexible
supporting a light and variable swing at the sixteenth-note
beat duration. The duration between onbeats from the
level is repeated in figures 11c and 11d. This time-feel
clarinet (which differ as much as 250ms in some passages)
mode seems to be preserved in the emphatic “preparatory”
sometimes align sharply with the ensemble and sometimes
straight eighth-note pair in figure 11c, as if preparing the
drift against the unchanging accompaniment—often falling
listener for the double-time swing that ensues.
significantly behind.
A useful metric here is adapted from Ashley’s 2002 study
5.1.4. Floating Melody
of jazz rubato,40 where the standard deviation of the bpm
The main melody—played on the clarinet by Hubert
(or beat duration) is expressed as a proportion of its mean.
Rostaing—uses a rather broad range of swing values, falling
Simply put, this gives an objective measure of beat duration
within a range of 53c–68c (as best as can be identified
variability independent of the actual tempo. A measure of 0
for an instrument with such a soft onset in a mono
39 Benadon, “Slicing the Beat.”
40 Ashley, “Do[n’t] Change a Hair for Me.”
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would mean all beats were identical, a measure of 1 would
mean that beats, on average, vary 1% from their mean
tempo—the higher the number, the more variability in beat
duration. How much beat duration variability is a lot? For
reference, Ashley’s study revealed variability measures of
1.21–4.20. Here, Rostaing plays many phrases in the range
of 6–10. This drift is so extreme on occasions that it’s not
clear if a note is “intended” as—for example—a late triplet
or early onbeat.
To compound matters, there is no evidence of a score
being used to represent the melody of Nuages until the Real
Book heyday of the 1970s—and quite tellingly, few of these
are identical. It may well be the case that no one melody
exists: rather, it exists as a cloud of possibilities around
one diffuse skeletal form. Since some of the melodic notes
are ambiguous in terms of notational reference point (for
example, distinguishing a very late swung eighth note from
an early downbeat), certain passages resist the kind of swing
calculations presented in this paper.
Nonetheless, the data does yield some findings whose
very elusiveness constitutes a “mode”: a wide spread of
swing values (generally under the triplet), with a “sweet”
61c as a representative mean and a flexible “local” pulse
(that is to say, high beat-duration variability).
These four time-feel modes—sweet swing, dissonant
straight-feel, pompette, floating melody—are placed in the
swing quadrant for ease of reference (figure 12). Note that
“floating melody” includes a significant variability of beat
duration in comparison to the other modes.
Before continuing, let us emphasize once again that
this taxonomy of time-feels is offered not to diminish but
to underscore the rich variations in microtiming typical of
Reinhardt’s playing (and that of his ensemble members).
We should also note that when required, Reinhardt could
play within the grid of standard notation with remarkable
accuracy. A sequence of emphatic and detached triplets (N0
1:58–59) are played within 10ms of their notated positions,
with a beat duration variability below 1. There is a precise
control behind such variability.

5.2. Dyens’s Nuages
Turning to Dyens’s arrangement, we immediately encounter
a small surprise: it is written in 12/8, encoding the swing
feel into the time signature itself. This is a challenge to
explain, given that Dyens’s ten other jazz arrangements
adopt the conventional 4/4 (or similar binary meter), with
swing “headers” or triplet rhythms. I have found no other
publication or transcription of Nuages in 12/8, so it seems
that Dyens’s notation is doubly unusual. The significant
number of continuous eighth notes in the arrangement
might suggest a reason, but Dyens’s other jazz arrangements

Figure 12. Four selected “time-feel modes,” derived from
Reinhardt’s 1940 recording of Nuages, presented on the
swing quadrant of the beat circle.

accommodate a similar number with the use of triplets.
Furthermore, Dyens is forced to make numerous duplet and
quadruplet groupings, and it’s certainly not evident that a
4/4 realization would require more extensive modification.
Perhaps there is an association of a waltz feel with the “poco
nostalgia” in the score. Whatever Dyens’s intentions, this
embedded triplet becomes yet more problematic when the
score is compared with Dyens’s performance, as we will
shortly see.41
Our purpose here is to investigate Dyens’s use of swing
in reference to Reinhardt’s time-feel modes. To what degree
can the “fragrance” of the original recording be tracked in
terms of swing values? The principal challenge is to amass
a reliable and relevant data set. Without clear transients,
swing values cannot be determined, and certain stretches
of Dyens’s arrangement are hard to compare directly with
Reinhardt’s recording. With these difficulties in mind, I
have selected seven extracts from Dyens’s performance.
These extracts supply both well-defined transients and
clear correspondences to Reinhardt’s original recording.
Since we have four performances of Nuages by Dyens, and
some extracts are identical or similar, a reasonable data set
is collated and a comparison to the score can be made. It
should be noted that once suitable candidates for extracts
were selected, none were excluded from the analysis. As we
shall see, despite Dyens’s freedom in the improvisational
preludes of the three live performances, there is a
remarkable consistency and control in the notated passages.

41 Incidentally, Dyens’s Lettre Noire is another example of a 12/8 piece with swing implications, complete with the instruction “swinging, of course…,” but the style is blues
rather than jazz.
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The four performances are listed below and for simplicity
are referred to as N1–4 in the following discussion.
N1—CD Recording (GHA 1999)
N2—Televised performance at the Théâtre du Châtelet
(2010)
N3—Recital at the Guitar Foundation of America
(2012) and
N4—Recital at the Guitar Salon International (2016)

Figure 13. Extract 1 from bar 15 of Dyens’s Nuages, revealing
a tightly articulated “sweet” swing across all four performances.
The three ENPs are coded with black, gray, and white circles
respectively.

Figure 14. Extract 1 results are displayed in the swing quadrant, with the ordering of each ENP (black, gray, white) shown
within each performance (E1N1–4).

The selected extracts from these performances will
be coded by the extract number, followed by recording
number. For example, E2N3 is section 2 of recording 3
(extract 2 of Nuages 3). Each extract will be presented and
analyzed in turn.
5.2.1. Swing Sweet Spot (Extract 1)

Extract 1 (figure 13) offers a series of three consecutive
eighth-note pairs (Enp) at a similar tempo. Although
these are voiced as chords rather than single notes, they
are performed tightly, and so the transient calculations
are clear (figure 14). Remarkably, the average of all of
these Enps over all four performances (12 readings) is
right in the “sweet spot” of 61c. This sits neatly between
straight and triplet swing with a mere 30ms on either side.
Furthermore, the average of each performance was 61.6c,
61.5c, 60.4c, and 60.5c respectively—an extremely tight
standard deviation under 1c (≈5ms). In all but one case,
the final swing value was the highest (claims of pompette
influence, while tempting, are probably tenuous for such
a data set). Nevertheless, this analysis reveals an ability
of Dyens to reproduce this notationally awkward yet
stylistically salient swing value sharply and consistently. All
results are shown in the swing quadrant in figure 14, with
the ordering of each Enp (black, gray, white) shown within
each performance (E1N1–4) for completeness. The timing
is remarkably tight in E1N1 (within a 10ms window)
and on the 60–61c “sweet spot.” It should be noted that
this tightest performance is the CD recording, where
presumably Dyens had an option to re-record and “sign off”
the take, as opposed to one-take live scenarios.

Figure 15. Extracts 2 and 3 (from bars 4 and 8 of Dyens’s arrangement) include three ENPs (coded with black, gray, and white
circles), the last two of which are “melodic pompettes” quoted from
Reinhardt’s performance.

5.2.2. Pompettes (Extracts 2–3)

In figure 15, extracts 2–3 are identical in rhythm (and
notes) and each contain two examples of melodic pompettes,
clearly inspired by Reinhardt’s iconic phrase in figure 11.
They also contain a swung rhythm on beat 1. Whether this
should be considered part of a strummed pompe rhythm
(correct register but unusual beat) or a “consonant melody”
(unusual register) is unclear, but it is included here for
context. In addition, beat 2 (which defines the end of the
first Enp and the start of the second) is only determined
by a slight percussive muting, and so the first two values
are somewhat open to ambiguity. The final Enp offers the
most definitive value: it is well anchored and in the classic
position for a pompette. The results—particularly for the
beat 4 pompette—align well with Reinhardt’s reference (and
Dunn’s “70%” estimate). For extract 2, the beat 2 pompette
guitarfoundation.org Soundboard Scholar No. 6
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averages 67c, with the beat 4 pompette around 69c. For
extract 3, the first pompette was a 65c, but the second was
far more emphatic, averaging around 71c.
It’s not clear what can be said for the beat 1 and beat
2 results: they are significantly higher than in extract 1 but
fall somewhat short of the 70c. This, combined with the
analytical challenges, prohibits any definitive conclusions.
But the final pompette, at least, is very clear: extract 2’s
average of 69c has a standard deviation of 2c, and the 71c
of extract 3 is even tighter with a 1.3c standard deviation.
Figure 16 reveals this visually, the white dots of the final
pompette clustering around the 70c line.
5.2.3. Double-Time and “Nested” Swing (Extract 4)

Extract 4 (bar 37, beat 2) is a single passage of clearly
defined sixteenth notes, investigated here for evidence of the
double-time swing exhibited by Reinhardt. It is in passages
such as these where Dyens’s 12/8 time signature might
make some experiential sense. Dyens is forced to notate
such straight passages as quadruplet notes, as if they are the
deviation from, rather than reversion to, the default feel.
This is remarkably evocative of the satisfying dissonance of
hearing or playing straight eighths in defiance of a swing
context,42 and this notational choice pays testament to such
experience. Figure 17 presents this single beat from all four
performances in tabular form below the extract in question.

E4N1
1/16 swing (c)
1/8 swing (c)
E4N2
1/16 swing (c)
1/8 swing (c)
E4N3
1/16 swing (c)
1/8 swing (c)
E4N4
1/16 swing (c)
1/8 swing (c)

2.1

2.2

2.3

49.5

2.4
51.3

62.0
2.1

2.2

2.3

60.8

2.4
53.8

54.5

2.1

2.2

2.3

50.0

2.4
55.1

52.6

2.1

2.2

2.3

48.5

2.4
55.3

49.5

Figure 17. Extract 4 analyzed in the four performances for
sixteenth-note swing and eighth-note swing. These “nested”
swing values appear in the last column, with the top figure representing the average sixteenth-note swing (and standard deviation), and the lower figure the eighth-note swing.
42 See Mermikides, Changes Over Time; and Mermikides, “‘Straight and Late.’”
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Figure 16. All eight performances of extracts 2 and 3 presented on the swing quadrant. The pompettes (on beat 4 in particular)
demonstrate the characteristic high swing value found in Reinhardt’s performance.

For each performance (E4N1, E4N2, E4N3, E4N4),
the sixteenth-note swing between the first two sixteenths of
beat 2 (2.1 and 2.2) is calculated, as well as the following
sixteenth-note pair (2.3 and 2.4). In addition, the eighthnote swing (which describes how far from the center
point of the entire beat 2.3 lies) is shown. A notationally
“perfect” performance would yield this “nested” swing
value as 50c/50c (straight sixteenths or straight eighths).
We can recall, however, that such sixteenth-note passages in
Reinhardt’s double-time swing yielded low-swing/no-swing
patterns (typically around 54c/50c)—that is to say, straight
eighths dividing into lightly swung
sixteenths.
Mean (SD)
It is here that Dyens diverges
50.4 (1.2)
most significantly from Reinhardt:
62.0
instead of Reinhardt’s controlled,
Mean (SD)
57.2 (4.9)
nested swing, he opts for more
54.5
rhapsodic flourishes. It may be
Mean (SD)
that Dyens had no intention of
52.5 (3.5)
impersonating such passages;
52.6
nor is he (or anyone playing
Mean (SD)
his arrangement) obliged to do
51.9 (4.8)
so. He does after all, say in the
49.5
preface to Night and Day that
he wanted to preserve the feel of
jazz “particularly in the choruses”—which would imply a
more divergent approach elsewhere. Regardless, the data
provide some explanation for this difference of feel, where
in all but the last performance an underlying eighth-note

swing obfuscates any appreciation of
sixteenth-note swing between these
eighth-note boundaries.
In one case eighth-note swing is
significantly larger than its sixteenthnote counterpart—a reversal of
Reinhardt’s template. Again, there is
no requirement to emulate Reinhardt
in this arrangement, and Dyens may
not be aiming to do so here—on
the contrary, his accented first note
runs counter to Reinhardt’s strongly
projected upstrokes. However, the
harmonics in the previous bar are
reminiscent of figure 11c, and since
Dyens adopts Reinhardt’s time-feel
so effectively elsewhere, it is worth
discussing how one might do so in
such passages. As we have seen, it
is that straighter, more consistent
eighth-note pulse that enables swing
Figure 18. Extracts 5, 6 and 7 from bars 11, 1 and 17 of Dyens’s arrangement,
at the sixteenth-note layer. This is why,
respectively. The three beats of each extract are categorized as Triplet swing, Triplets,
I suggest, Reinhardt’s performance of
Triplets with slide, and Duplets.
figures 10b and 10d create such a clear
and compelling sense of asymmetry
the center-facing arrows. Beat 4 (17.4) is wider than beat 3.
between sixteenth notes, coupled with the clarity and
In terms of onsets in the same extract, the duplet in 17.2 is
projection of his off-beat articulations.
performed very close to its notational position. However, in
17.3 the onset is performed earlier than its notational triplet,
5.2.4. Floating Melody (Extracts 5–7)
as indicated by a white dot. Slides are indicated with an oval
These final extracts, providing as they do variations of
whose left- and rightmost edges denote the onsets of the D
similar melodic material, tell us more about how Dyens
sharp and F natural respectively.
executes three key elements: swung eighth notes with a
From these generous amounts of data emerge some
triplet, slides, and the emphatic straight duplet. The extracts
patterns and three consistencies:
also share the “floating melody” flavor of the clarinet
performance with variable beat length and a wide swing
1) Beat 4 is always longer than beat 3, usually
interpretation. Figure 18 presents each of the extracts in
significantly so. This is particularly the case
standard notation, with the nominal rhythms categorized
with extract 6 (in one case the beat
as “Triplet swing,” “Duplets,” “Triplets,” and “Triplets with
duration doubles).
slide.” With four performances of each extract, we might
2) In three of the four performances of extract 6, beat 3 is
reveal some patterns and say whether the microtiming
significantly shorter than beat 2. This is not the case
placement of one category is similar across performances,
for every performance of extract 5. This suggests
how a triplet swing compares to triplets, and so on.
that Dyens is consistent in his beat duration
Figure 19 presents the results of the microtiming
manipulation between performances of the same
investigation. Vertical lines represent the notated positions
extract but not of similarly notated rhythms. In
of notes. Dots indicate where the notes were actually placed
short, the rhythmic notation alone does not
and are shaded to indicate whether they are ahead or behind
elicit a globally executed “habit.” However, in
the notated positions (vertical dashed lines). They are placed
extract 7, which is the only extract with a notated
as relative cent positions within the beat, but beat durations
duplet, the beat 2 duplet is significantly longer
fluctuate wildly. Beat durations are indicated in ms and
than the beat 3 triplet swing. On the other hand,
the amount of widening and narrowing is illustrated with
it is never performed much straighter than the
horizontal arrows. For example, E7N1 contains three beats
following (notated) triplet swing beat. The duplet
(17.2, 17.3 and 17.4). Beat 2 (17.2) lasts 606ms, but beat
here indicates a longer but not straighter beat. Or
3 (17.3) is significantly narrower (409ms) as indicated by
guitarfoundation.org Soundboard Scholar No. 6
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Figure 19. Extracts 5–7 analyzed in terms of beat duration, beat variability, and the comparison of performed notes to their notational positions (indicated with vertical dashed lines). Note that all beats are shown with the same horizontal width but do in fact
differ in absolute time duration. The horizontal dimensions are scaled so that the relative position of note placement within the beat
may be easily compared.

conversely, the triplet swing in beat 3 shortens
but does not straighten the beat in comparison to
beat 2. My experience playing jazz compels me to
suggest that the duplet is acting here as a form of
proxy for the indescribable but repeatable feel of
playing behind the beat. There is an elongation
of the beat, and this duplet/triplet-swing acts
as a compelling shorthand for the experience of
playing behind and then catching up with the
beat. Here, too, the idiosyncratic 12/8 creates
unique problems in notating the feel. In this
meter, the duplet must be explicitly notated. If
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the arrangement was in 4/4 with a triplet swing
global header, then presumably both beats would
be written as straight eighths (or the first would
require some sort of canceling local “straight”
indication). There is something compelling about
the duplet being seen as the “outsider” disrupting
the underlying rhythmic framework in 12/8;
even if notationally inaccurate, it is experientially
familiar.
3) Almost every notated triplet appears significantly
early. So much so that the notated duplet in
extract 6 is indistinguishable from its triplet

we have a foreshortened
template with which to
match 3.1–3.3, initiating a
narrowing of beat duration.
If again 3.3 is played early,
then we are left with an
elongated 3.3–4.1, and this
“long triplet” might in turn
initiate a wider total beat
duration in bar 4.
There is little to support
this hypothesis and whether
some mechanism like this—
or any other—is at play
in Dyens’s performances;
perhaps this is just a
pleasing tempo contour, and
the notation is just a quick
Figure 20. Two performances of extract 6 modeled according to “duration matching.” In A, where
shorthand. Nonetheless, it
the performance is notationally accurate, durations are easily matched at a consistent tempo. In B,
raises interesting ideas in
low swing values might lead to beat duration variability as illustrated here.
the concept of micro-metric
modulation in performance
swing counterparts in extracts 4 and 5, or from
and composition, where an “off-grid” beat division might
the notationally swung beat that follows it. Why
initiate a fluidity of beat duration.
Dyens chooses to notate just one of these Enps
as straight is unclear, but they are executed as
6. Summary and Pedagogical Implications
Reinhardt’s “defiant” straight-feel. Eleven of the
This paper has revealed a sophisticated execution of
twelve swung eighth notes in beat 3 are similarly
swing rhythm by Dyens, with a wide range of swing
early. The triplets in beat 4 are also compressed to
values represented in his recorded work. In particular, his
the left, the first triplet appearing extremely early
performance of Reinhardt’s “sweet spot” swing is remarkably
and the last (even when executed with a slide)
precise, consistent, and rare among guitarists outside of
reaching the target note before the final triplet
the jazz genre. This swing value, however, is not used
would have appeared.
homogenously, and an influence of both pompette and
“defiant” straight-feel is evident, as well as an exuberant
This beat duration variability would suggest an
use of a “floating melody” time-feel mode. Double-time
influence of the “floating melody” time-feel mode, and this
passages share some swing-value characteristics but not the
is also supported by the swing variability. The “underswing”
tight eighth-note timing found in Reinhardt’s double-time
is consistent with a Reinhardt “defiant” straight time-feel as
swing: instead, Dyens varies the duration of the quarterwell as an occupation of the “sweet spot.”
note beat. Dyens’s knowledge was presumably largely tacit:
The preceding analysis of extracts 5–7 suggests that
I have not found any documented discussion of these
when Dyens plays two triplet swing figures in a row, he
mechanics by him. His notation, as always, offers intriguing
tends to speed up, and when going from these pairs to a
clues: although his use of global headers is conventional,
three-note triplet, he tends to slow down. Figure 20 offers
the “gently swinging” and “swinging” modifiers do suggest
one possible explanation of the mechanics behind this
some ability to communicate the different flavors of swing
strange consistency. Let us imagine a model where beat
discussed above, and Nuages produces some inventive if
duration is dependent on “prior periodicity”—as when we
idiosyncratic approaches to swing notation.
keep time by matching previously heard durations. Then
What might the contemporary guitarist learn from
figure 20A would show how the rhythm of extract 6 can
Dyens’s example? That there is a depth of listening in
be built by matching previously executed durations. The
evidence, which seems to go deeper than the superficial
duration of 2.1–2.3 can be repeated, and with a perfectly
markers of jazz, and that Dyens’s connection to the jazz
executed triplet the gap from 3.3 to 4.1 can repeat to
genre is strengthened by his unabashed commitment
produce the final bar. However, if we now modify this
to improvisation, where it is likely he honed his flexible
model with a tendency to play the third triplet early, then a
chain of events (B) might ensue: If 2.3 is played early then
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approach to swing. Notation itself can also be similarly
flexible: precise instructions sometimes, at others a skeletal
invitation for musical flexibility, when even its very symbols
can be co-opted for other purposes (as in the long duplet).
For those interested in engaging more deeply with
swing and/or performing Dyens’s Nuages and other jazz
arrangements, some further pedagogical recommendations
emerge from this research:
1. Beware the notation. Although useful as a simple
(in fact the simplest) notation for jazz swing, the
triplet eighth—either as a global header or written
locally—is very often an inaccurate rhythmic
instruction. In the analyzed repertoire, most jazz
melodic playing exists below this marker and some
is completely straight. Rhythm-section swing can
be higher, however, and can even exceed the triplet
boundary, as in the pompette.
2. Practice light swing values regularly. Together
with programmer and musician Carl Faia,43 I
have developed software to engage with such
microtiming mechanisms in real time, in an
attempt to close the gap between analysis and
pedagogy. This provides visual feedback via a
digital beat circle and tracks the performer’s
playing, allowing a honing of any manner of offgrid time-feels. However, a simple and immediate
starting point to explore the swing continuum
might be to simply play some material (repeated
notes, scale patterns, etc.) at the 60c “sweet spot.”
This can be immediately accessed by dividing a
beat into 5 equal parts and grouping them into
a 3:2 “heartbeat” pattern (a lower swing 4:3 and
other simple ratios might also be used). These
may be played with the exploratory relaxation
and fluidity we might give even eighth notes in
performance but from another vantage point of
the beat circle. Hal Crook’s exercise of gradually
increasing and then decreasing swing value on
a single note or simple pattern provides another
avenue to breaking the discontinuity.44
3. Cultivate a range of swing values. In addition to the
common advice to “listen more” (and the informal
but conventional jazz training of playing along to
records), one can simply gain an awareness that
a spectrum of rhythmic expression exists on a
smooth continuous circle, rather than the limited
set of flavors convenient to standard notation.
While it may occasionally be useful to simply

replace the triplet eighth with an alternative
notation (such as the 3:2 harmonic ratio = 60c),
more likely this misses the point, for a range of
swing values exists, and these can vary within
a single piece, within a single phrase, or even
between two simultaneous layers. Just as the use
of dynamics is unlikely to be fixed throughout
a performance or restricted to a handful of
discrete values, so too can expression be drawn
from modulating degrees of swing—a less overt
resource, perhaps, but one equally expressive.
4. Learn other resources. Swing—as defined as
subdivision asymmetry—is not the only nor a
sufficient component of expressive microtiming.
A starting point might be section 3 above and the
literature cited.
If one wanted to play Nuages in the style of
Reinhardt—or Dyens—then the following basic guidelines
may be useful. A literal reading of the 12/8 rhythm is
too unequal for this style as a default: applying the 3:2
feel to extract 1, for example, would help one to find
this characteristic “sweet” swing. The pompettes, on the
other hand, can tolerate very high swing values (and these
might also be applied to some rhythmic patterns). But
beyond these two modes, swing variability is a feature of
the performances of both guitarists: the triplet swing can
be interpreted with individual freedom. In the case of the
melodic breaks, a floating beat variability might emulate
Dyens’s performance (and Reinhardt’s clarinetist), but the
rhythm is otherwise quite stable in the form, allowing swing
variability to be appreciated. If one wanted to emulate
Reinhardt’s double-time swing (to a greater degree than
Dyens does), then there is a particular requirement to keep
the eighth-note pulse consistent.
In his improvisation classes at Berklee, seminal jazz
educator Hal Crook rejected conventional liberalist notions
of jazz by stating, “there is no freedom without structure.”
Indeed, the most surprising lesson in all this is that the
enticing freedom of this style is really a form of precision
rather than indulgence. That nonchalance of Dyens’s
playing speaks to the heart because he knows the customs
and manners of the style. Here, too, Dyens demonstrates
the musical options which emerge—and are only
available—through the precise control of the finest details.
Dyens’s own phrase is as good as any: “liberté surveillée”—
monitored freedom.

43 Milton Mermikides and Carl Faia, “The Extended Guitar” (lecture recital, International Guitar Research Centre Conference, University of Surrey, 2016).
44 Crook, How to Improvise, 61.
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